ABSTRACT Since Android has become the dominator of smartphone operating system market with a share of 86.8%, the number of Android malicious applications are increasing rapidly as well. Such a large volume of diversified malware variants has forced researchers to investigate new methods by using machine learning since it provides a powerful ability for variants detection. Since the static analysis of malware plays an important role in system security and the opcode has been shown as an effective representation of malware, some of them use the Dalvik opcodes as features of malware and adopt machine learning to detect Android malware. However, current opcode-based methods are also facing some problems, such as considering both of accuracy and time cost, selection of features, and the lack of understanding or description of the characteristics of malware. To overcome the existing challenges, we propose a novel method to build a graph of Dalvik opcode and analyze its global topology properties, which will first construct a weighted probability graph of operations, and then we use information entropy to prune this graph while retaining information as more as possible, the next we extract several global topology features of the graph to represent malware, finally search the similarities with these features between programs. These global topology features formulate the high-level characteristics of malware. Our approach provides a light weight framework to detect Android malware variants based on graph theory and information theory. Theoretical analysis and real-life experimental results show the effectiveness, efficiency, and robustness of our approach, which achieves high detection accuracy and cost little training and detection time.
Being an open source operating system in smart phone, Android has increased the risk and serious issues related to malicious applications. Also the increase in the scale of applications in Android market makes it an easy target for malware authors [35] . According to [1] , [12] , and [18] , recent statistical data show that over 95% of mobile malware targeted Android, and there were about 500K suspicious APK files or Android related files (e.g., dex, elf, jar files) submissions in VirusTotal each day. Traditional and commercial malware detection systems have predominantly utilised string signatures to query a database of pre-known malware instances. However, it is facing the problem that so many new malware coming every day.
In recent years, various approaches have to be devised to fight malware based on their nature. Some researches have proposed their Android malware detection methods by using machine learning with the features such as operation codes (opcodes), API functions, system calls, system status, etc. through static analysis and dynamic analysis.
Since static analysis of malware does not require conditional, untrusted or sandboxed execution of malware once the original contents of the malware are visible [10] , and dynamic analysis such as [9] and [26] which monitor system calls or system status can hardly pre-detect the threat while the malware hides its malicious behaviours until there is a chance to attack, some of them prefer to use static analysis. Wu et al. [32] proposed a system, called DroidMat which extracts the information such as permissions, API calls from the manifest file, then applies K-means algorithm that enhances the malware modeling capability, and finally adopt kNN algorithm to classify the application as benign or malware. Fan et al. [16] proposed to extract APIs from the .apk file to build a matrix according to the frequencies of their calling relationships, and then compare the matrix similarities between two .apk files. However, since the APIs are coarse-grained and sparse, it will be easier obfuscated by polymorphic techniques.
Since Dalvik opcodes [5] as one of the most used static features can finely represent behaviour patterns of programs, many researches propose to extract Dalvik opcode as their features and adopt diversified machine learning methods for their approaches. Some of them present traditional machine learning methods or statistical models such as [6] , [8] , [37] , etc. They propose to firstly select some N-tuple opcodes as their features (Usually, N is less than 3, since large number of feature dimensions severely limits the performance. The number of feature dimensions is OpNum N where OpNum is the total number of single opcodes.), and then choose one of applicable machine learning methods as their classifiers to classify malicious programs and legitimate ones. Some of them adopt deep learning based methods such as [24] , [36] , etc. Their approaches extract features and classify them by deep learning methods their own.
However, such opcode based machine learning researches are also facing some challenges. For N-tuple opcode based traditional machine learning approaches, they face a difficult choice of the scale of the selected features. As any single N-tuple opcode cannot certainly decide whether an instance is malicious or not, and less N-tuple opcodes cannot contain enough information to cover the characteristics of a wide rage of malware, they try to select more N-tuple opcodes to improve the accuracy. But the more N-tuple opcode is, the larger feature dimensions become, which brings more noise and more complexity, as well as more time cost of training and classification. For deep learning based approaches, although it automatically extracts features and organizes relationships between features, the key problem is that it is hard to understand the real meaning of the features and the inner relationships between the features. In addition, the training process of deep learning methods costs two much time, which makes it hard to implement in practice when facing the large scale of malware and so many new malware coming every day. For an instance, using a convolutional neural networks with one convolution layer (several convolution cores), one pooling layer (several pooling cores), a full connection layer and a softmax classifier to train thousands of pre-labeled samples in a server machine needs several days.
In this paper, we propose to address these challenges based on graph theory. There exist some call graph based approaches, such as [10] , [16] , etc. They use Control Flow Graph or API Call Graph to represent executables, and then search similarities between subgraphs of unlabeled samples and labeled samples. However these call graph based approaches are easier obfuscated by changing the calling sequence. There also exist some file-file graph based approaches, such as [11] , [29] , et.. These researches propose to build file-file relationships according to the interactions between files and hosts, and then adopt belief propagation methods to detect malicious files. However, due to the cold start problem, they cannot detect new malware variants in time.
Unlike the above mentioned approaches, we build a graph of opcodes instead of APIs or system calls to finely-gained represent the dependencies between opcodes. We use transition probability instead of control flow or data flow to maintain the statistical information which contains very important characteristics to distinguish malware and benign. Specially, we use topology features to formulate the characteristics of malware. Since graph can represent the natural relationships between entities, using a graph of Dalvik opcodes can represent dependencies between operations in malware. These dependencies show some characteristics of malware. Several global topology features are presented to represent the characteristics, which will be used to detect Android malware. The topology feature is a high-level, global representation of malware, which means it covers the whole information while reducing complexity of relationships between features. This improves the overall performance. Since the number of dimensions of topology features is much smaller than the low-level features such as N-tuple opcodes, the time cost of processing will be greatly reduced. In addition, it can be easier to understand and analyze its realistic meaning by human beings. We can gain some rules or knowledge by observing the difference of global topology properties between malware and benign. These will be very attractive given the fact there are so many new malware coming every day.
In order to achieve this goal, we have to address several challenging problems. One challenge is that although a graph of Dalvik opcode can represent the dependencies of operations in programs, however there is no evidence that shows a significant difference of operations and dependencies between malware and benign. The other challenge is that the existing global topology properties, such as graph density, the number of average neighbors, etc., cannot satisfy the need of representing the characteristics of malware. We addressed these challenges based on an important observation that the possibilities of relationships between operations can give us enough information for representing the activities of malware. In this paper, we proposed a weighted probability graph of Dalvik opcodes and several novel topology features to show the high-level representation of programs. The differential analysis in Evaluation Section shows the topology features between malware and benign can be significantly different. Since similar malicious code is often found throughout the malware landscape as attackers reuse existing code to infect different Android applications [17] , the topology features between malware variants in the same family are quite similar, so a similarity search method is presented to detect malware by using these topology features. VOLUME 6, 2018 A. CONTRIBUTIONS
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
1) We analyzed malicious operations in a very different
way. Based on our observation, we found some highlevel, global properties of malware, which formulate the characteristics of malware. 2) To effectively and efficiently detect Android malware, we proposed a weighted probability graph of Dalvik opcodes and several novel global topology features. 3) Implemented a prototype and evaluated with real world datasets. Evaluation results showed that our approach can stably achieve high classification accuracy of almost 94% and cost little detection time (less than 0.001s per executable). Overall, when comparing with the state-of-art approaches, our method achieves a better performance in terms of several aspects by using only 6 topology features and a simple similarity searching method, while the Support Vector Machine (SVM) based method needs to uses 58564 2-tuple Dalvik opcode features to achieve similar accuracy, but sacrifices much more speed.
B. PAPER ORGANIZATIONS
The remainings of this paper are organized as follows. Section 2 shows the overview of our approach. Section 3 presents our Dalvik opcode graph construction & pruning and Section 4 presents the global topology features extraction & similarity searching. Section 5 shows the evaluations and Section 6 introduces the related works. Section 7 and Section 8 show the discussion and conclusion.
II. OVERVIEW OF OUR APPROACH
In this section, we convert the Android malware/benign classification problem to a graph based topology features similarity searching problem. We propose a weighted probability graph of Dalvik opcodes and extract its global topology features for our Android malware detection approach. There are two phases in our approach: online phase and offline phase, as shown in Figure 1 . In offline phase, we construct our opcode graph to prepare for pre-labeled feature database.
In online phase, we extract topology features and search similarities between topology features in pre-labeled feature database. For both of the two phases, packed programs are first unpacked to remove packers. A packer is a program that encrypts or compresses other programs to packed programs so that the packer can protect the programs from disassembly. When executing a packed program, the packer decrypts or decompresses the packed program to the original unpacked program in memory and then executes the unpacked program. Then we decompress unpacked .apk executable files to .dex files and disassemble the .dex files to Dalvik opcodes profiles to obtain the opcode sequences. The module of graph construction & pruning generates a profile which contains a set of opcodes (vertices) and dependencies (edges) between opcodes as well as weights (values) which will be used to build the opcode graph. Our approach includes the following four key steps: Dalvik opcode graph construction, Dalvik opcode graph pruning, global topology features extraction, and similarity searching.
Step 1 (Dalvik Opcode Graph Construction): Firstly, we obtain Dalvik opcode sequences from disassembling .dex files which are decompressed from .apk files (Android executables). We convert these Dalvik opcode sequences to a directed graph of vertices and edges. Each vertex represents an operation and each edge represents the sequential relationship between two operations. The weight values of the edges represent the co-occurrence probability of the two operations.
Step 2 (Dalvik Opcode Graph Pruning): Then, we prune the above mentioned Dalvik opcode graph based on information theory to reduce the complexity of the graph while maintaining the malware sensitive information as more as possible.
Step 3 (Global Topology Features Extraction): The next, based on graph theory, we extract 6 global topology features of the pruned Dalvik opcode graph. These features represent centrality of operations, activity of operation traces, density of graph, etc.
Step 4 (Similarity Searching): Finally, we search the similarities between the target and pre-labeled samples according to Manhattan Distance. The label of the most similar pre-labeled sample is also the label of the target.
III. DALVIK OPCODE GRAPH CONSTRUCTION & PRUNING
In this section, we first construct our Dalvik opcode graph, and then prune a part of nodes and edges in the graph while retaining as many as possible important connections between nodes.
A. DALVIK OPCODE GRAPH CONSTRUCTION
The Dalvik opcode graph is a directed graph of vertices which represent operations and directed edges which represent relationships between operations. Let G=(V, E) be the opcode graph, where V is a set of vertices and E denotes a set of directed edges. For each application, we build a Dalvik opcode graph, according to the sequential relationships of the opcodes in the opcode sequences. Each sequential relationship between two opcodes represents the operation dependency and the co-occurrence of the sequential operations. Since the opcode sequence is very long and the two sequential opcodes are various, the Dalvik opcode graph will be highly connected.
As we observed, the single operations and single dependencies between operations in malware are not unique, which means the single operations and the single dependencies in malware may also exist in benign. Fortunately, it has a significant difference between malware and bengin about the co-occurrence frequencies of these operations. So in this paper, we focus on the probabilities of the relationships. Such probability is the property value of the edges in the graph.
Let val(e i,j ) be the edge value of e i,j which represents probability of the sequential relationships from v i to v j , according to Eq. (1), where N e i,j is the frequency of e i,j by counting the number of e i,j in the program.
B. DALVIK OPCODE GRAPH PRUNING
Since we only concentrate on malware activities, so we maintain the active dependencies in malware and prune the other dependencies to reduce the computation complexity. The pruning method is based on information entropy, according to Eq. (2), where IG(e i,j ) is the entropy, in−malware val(e i,j ) is the sum of edge value of e i,j in malware and in−benign val(e i,j ) is the sum of edge value of e i,j in benign. If IG(e i,j )>t, where t is a threshold, we maintain the edge e i,j , otherwise we prune it. The IG(e i,j ) will be used as the weight of e i,j later.
The Figure 3 shows several examples of Dalvik opcode graph when the threshold t is 0, 1, 2, 3. To reduce the computation complexity while retaining as more as possible information, we choose threshold t=0.
IV. GLOBAL TOPOLOGY FEATURES EXTRACTION & SIMILARITY SEARCHING
Once we have constructed the opcode graph and pruned non-active connections, we extract topology features from this graph, and finally search similarities between programs by using these features.
A. GLOBAL TOPOLOGY FEATURES EXTRACTION
We propose 6 global topology features which represent global activity of programs in different angles. We extract such topology features based on graph theory which are illustrated as follows.
Node Number (NB) is the total number of vertices in the Dalvik opcode graph of a program. As a basic global topology feature, it represents the diversity of operations of the program.
Centrality (Ctr) identifies the number of the most important vertices within a graph, which represents the concentration degree of operations in the program. The important vertex is a vertex with high degree. We use the degree centrality according to Eq. (3), where ID(v i ) is the in-degree of vertex v i and OD(v i ) is the out-degree of vertex v i . The intuition here is that the operations in most legitimate programs discretely connect with each other while the operations in some malicious programs concentratively connect with a few operations.
Edge Value (EV) is the sum of probability value of edges in the graph, as one of the basic global topology features, which represents co-occurrence frequencies of dependencies between operations, according to Eq. (4), where P(e i,j ) is the probability of edge e i,j .
EV =
Graph Probability Density (GPD) is the probability density of the graph, which represents interaction intensity between operations. Similar to graph density, we introduce probability density to graph, according to Eq. (5), where NB is the total number of vertices in the graph. As an observation, the average node number of malicious programs is less than the average node number of legitimate ones, and the average edge value of malicious programs is higher than the average edge value of legitimate ones. So the graph probability density of malicious programs should be much larger than the density of legitimate programs.
Graph Distance (GWD) is the distance of weighted probability between the dependencies in the target program and the average dependencies in whole programs for training, according to Eq. (6), where the Avg(e i,j ) is the average value of e i,j in our training sets. With a intuition, since our Dalvik opcode graph is more sensitive to malicious operations and dependencies, which means that, each sequential relationships (edge) between operations (vertices) in legitimate programs are more tend to uniform distribution (GWD is close to 0) while the relationships in malicious programs are more tend to non-uniform distribution and its distance towards a positive direction (GWD > 0).
Graph Activity (OTWA) is the sum of weighted probability of operation traces OT=ot 1 , ot 2 , ...., ot x in the graph, which represents the probability of malicious operation trace in the graph, according to Eq. (7). The operation trace ot i is the subgraph of the Dalvik opcode graph, which includes all reachable vertices from a initial vertex and the edges between these vertices. We extract the operation trace by using depth-first search [30] . The intuition is that the more frequent weighted operation trace in our graph is more trend to appear in malicious programs.
All of the above mentioned global topology features will be used to search similarities between non-labeled and pre-labeled instances in the next subsection.
B. SIMILARITY SEARCHING
To search the similarities between programs, we use Manhattan Distance to measure the distance between programs. The shorter distance is, the higher similarity is.
In this paper, we first use unity-based normalization to bring all values into the range 
Dist(Features
For each target, we detect it by searching its similarities with pre-labeled samples in training sets, and then find the most similar (minimum distance) pre-labeled sample. The label of the sample is also the label of the target.
V. EVALUATIONS
In this section, we present several experiments to show the performance of our approach. At the beginning, we present the experiment setup, the data set and the validation. And then, we discuss the performance of our approach and show that our approach can perform better by comparing with the state-of-art methods. Finally, we present a differential analysis of our topology features to explain the reasons why these topology features can be used to achieve such high performance.
A. SETUP, DATA SET AND VALIDATION
We implement our experiments on one computer. The version of its CPU is Intel i5-3470 @ 3.20GHz, the RAM is 16.0GB and the operation system is Linux Ubuntu 16.0. Our approach is developed by Java programming language.
Two data sets are considered in performance analysis of our approach for Android malware variants detection: the Android malware data set and the Android benign data set. To be close to real-life environment, the Android benign binary data set is downloaded from Google Play [4]. The Android malware instances are collected from Drebin [7] and MobileSandbox project [27] . Our final dataset contains 5550 Android benign apps and 5560 Android malware instances. As is shown in Table 1 . For opcode based approaches, we use Dedexer [3] to disassemble Android instances, and obtain their dalvik opcode sequences. In order to evaluate the performance of our approach, we use k-fold cross validation in the experiments and choose the average values as our results. To avoid experimental biases, the pre-labeled malicious data sets and pre-labeled legitimate data sets have the same size. For similarity comparing, we randomly choose 2000 malware samples and 2000 benign samples as pre-labeled samples from our malware data sets and benign data sets and treat the other samples in our data sets as unknown targets. For each malware and benign samples as inputs, we first write a script to automatically decompress the .apk files to the .dex files, and then automatically disassemble the .dex file to the .ddx file by using dedexer mentioned before. The next we obtain the opcode sequences from the .ddx file, such as ''sget-object, invoke-virtual, ....'', as shown in Figure 4 . The opcode sequences will be later sent to built the opcode graph according to the co-occurrence relationships between sequential opcodes. Since the .ddx files have a standard format, we can easily extract the opcode sequences and build the Dalvik opcode graph in the same way. The Dalvik opcode graph is applicable for all .ddx files.
B. STATE-OF-ART METHODS FOR PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
We compare our approach with several machine learning (deep learning) methods for dalvik opcode based Android malawre detection, such as Softmax, Back Propagation Neural Networks (BPNN), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Convolutional neural networks (CNN) with N-tuple opcodes (N = 2), similar to [6] , [25] , etc. For all of these methods (include our method) in the experiments, we do not abandon any features to retain more information and we use these learning methods for automatic training, weighting and classifying. We also re-implement several state-of-art approaches such as [8] , [14] , etc. Puerta et al. [14] proposed to adopt several machine learning methods to classify the Dalvik opcode vectors. Kang et al. [8] presented an n-opcode analysis based approach that utilizes machine learning to detect Android malware. The benchmarks we used for performance comparison include classification accuracy, detection precision, detection recall, detection false positive rate, detection time cost and disassembly time cost.
C. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF SEVERAL DALVIK OPCODE BASED APPROACHES
To demonstrate that our approach is effective and efficient, we implement our approach and the other state-of-art VOLUME 6, 2018 methods for performance comparisons. We also adopt SVM to classify malware and benign based on our global topology features to show that the topology features are also easier to classify. The classification accuracy is according to Eq. (9) . TPR is the true positive rate (malware detection recall) according to Eq. (10), where TP is the number of malware cases which are correctly classified and FN is the number of malware cases which are misclassified as benign binaries. TNR is the true negative rate, as shown in Eq. (11), where FP is the number of benign cases which are incorrectly classified as malware binaries and TN is the number of benign binaries which are correctly classified. FPR is the false positive rate and Precision is the malware detection precision, as shown in Eq. (12) and Eq. (13) .
As shown in Table 2 , the experimental results show that: 1) By using a simple similarity searching method with the 6 global topology features, our approach performs well in terms of classification accuracy, detection precision, recall, FPR, training speed as well as detection speed by comparing with the other state-of-art methods. Our approach does not cost any training time but only search the maximum similarities. The results of SVM method based on our topology features show that the topology features can also be fitted to classification model. 2) The N-tuple opcode contains more information compared with single opcode, it needs stronger classifier, otherwise it is easier to lose classification ability. To address such problem, one solution is to select a few features to reduce the number of dimensions to match machine learning methods, however, in this way it lose much more original information [37] . To maintain the accuracy, the N-tuple opcodes based methods need much more features while sacrificing the training and classification speed.
3) The BPNN method fails at training and classification, because the number of dimensions of the 2-tuple opcode is too large, the initial weights are random values, so the sum of weighted features to different sigmoid units are very close that the sigmoid units are hard to activate. 4) The CNN method cost several days to train the 2-tuple opcode from thousands of samples in our server machine, which is hard to implement in practice while facing large scale of Android malware.
As shown in Table 3 , the experimental results show that our approach can significantly improve the overall performance by comparing the state-of-art approaches for Android malware detection. In terms of accuracy, our approach and BooJoong et al. approach (SVM, 2-opcode) perform better. However, BooJoong et al. approach costs too much training and detection time cost due to its heavy feature dimensions. BooJoong et al. s method (SVM, 2-opcode) performs better than Puerta et al. s methods because their features contain more information, however, as a trade-off, their method costs much more time consumption. The accuracy of NB method (BooJoong et al.) is reduced because it assumes that the features are independent of each other, however the assumption is not really true.
D. ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS OF OUR TOPOLOGY FEATURES BASED APPROACHES
Since training proportion N training N total is sensitive to the performance of supervised methods, it is also an important factor which should be considered (where N training is the number of training samples and N total is the number of total samples, and
is the detection proportion). To show that our approach is robust, we implement our approach to search similarities in different training proportions of the whole data sets. As show in Figure 5 , the experimental results show that our approach can perform well in different training proportions. We also implement our global topology features in SVM classifier for Android malware detection. The results show that our topology features are robust both in similarity searching and SVM classification.
E. DIFFERENTIAL ANALYSIS OF GLOBAL TOPOLOGY FEATURES BETWEEN ANDROID MALWARE AND BENIGN
We analyze the difference of the global topology features in malware and benign to show that the features of malware and benign are very different. Such difference reflects the high-level characteristics of malware. As shown in Table 3 , the results of comparisons show that: In our Dalvik opcode graph. 1) The average number of nodes and the average centrality of malware show that the operations in malware are more concerntrated.
2) The average value of edges, the average probability density of graph and the average weighted activity of graph show that the co-occurrence relationships between operations in malware are more frequent.
3) The results of the average weighted distance of graph show that the operations and the co-occurrence frequencies in benign are more average.
We present the distributions of the topology features between malware and benign, as shown in Figure 6 . The results show a significant gap between malware and benign. The result of Ctr / NB shows that most of central nodes are in malicious programs. The other results also show the significant difference of distributions between malware and benign. From the results, the distributions of benigns are more centralized, because most of behaviours in benign are normal while malicious programs will have some special behaviours such as registry, trigger, etc.
VI. RELATED WORKS
Recent researches tend to use machine learning (includes deep learning) as well as graph computing methods to detect malware and its variants.
A. MACHINE LEARNING BASED MALWARE DETECTION METHODS
For machine learning based approaches, varied features are extracted from programs by using static analysis and dynamic analysis [35] .
1) OPCODE BASED STATIC ANALYSIS
Some of them prefer to adopt opcode based static analysis. These opcodes will be embedded in a 1-D or 2-D vector and then sent to classifiers later to classify malicious programs and legitimate ones. Kang et al. [8] presented an n-opcode analysis based approach that utilizes machine learning to detect Android malware. With their n-opcode features, they found that Support Vector Machine (SVM) achieves best performance. Puerta et al. [14] proposed to adopt several machine learning methods to classify the Dalvik opcode vectors. McLaughlin et al. [24] used an opcode embedding matrix for representation and used a NGram based CNN model [20] to train and classify Android Dalvik opcode sequence. However, their embedding matrix is inefficient while the sequence is very long. Zhang et al. [36] proposed to convert opcodes into 2-D matrix, and adopted convolutional neural networks (CNN) to train the 2-D opcode matrix for malware recognition. Yan et al. [19] proposed to convert Android opcode into 2-D gray image with fixed size and adopt CNN to train and detect Android malware.
2) DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
Another prefer to use dynamic analysis. Massarelli et al. [23] proposed to extract features on resource consumption through fluctuation analysis and correlation and employ SVM method to classify malware into families. Yan et al. [34] proposed a method in which both the Java-level and OS level semantics are reconstructed seamlessly and simultaneously. By staying out of the execution environment and moreover, privilege based attacks can be detected. This approach also has a drawback of having very limited code coverage. Enck et al. [15] proposed to simultaneously track multiple sources of sensitive data and identify the data leakage. Data from privacy sensitive sources are automatically labeled (tainted) and labels are transitively applied as sensitive data moves through interprocess messages, program variables and files. Burguera et al. [9] collected traces from a large number of real users based on crowd-sourcing and then clustered these traces using k-means to detect malware. Shabtai et al. [26] VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 6. The distribution of Ctr / NB, EV / NB, GPD / NB, GWD / NB, OTWA / NB between malware and benign.
used machine learning algorithms to continuously monitor device state to differentiate between benign and malicious programs.
B. GRAPH BASED MALWARE DETECTION METHODS
Some researchers prefer to adopt graph based methods for malware detection, such as control flow graph, data flow graph, file-file graph, etc.
1) CONTROL DATA FLOW GRAPH
Their researches extract the control flow or data flow of API calls or system calls to build graph and then use graph matching or subgraph similarity searching methods to label the unknown samples according to known executables. Ming et al. [16] proposed to construct frequent subgraphs of API calls to represent the common behaviors of malware samples that belong to the same family. Tian et al. [31] proposed to utilize class-level dependence graph and method-level call graph to represent an app, and extract static behaviour features to detect Android malware. Cesare et al. [10] proposed a technique that performs similarity searching of sets of control flow graphs. Martín et al. [22] used third-party calls to bypass the effects of obfuscation, and then combined clustering and multi-objective optimisation to classify third-party call groups. Kolbitsch et al. [21] proposed to build a graph of data flows between the system calls, and then use graph matching for malware detection.
2) FILE VIA FILE GRAPH
These approaches extract the relationships between files and other entities, such as hosts, domains, etc. to build a graph, and then use belief propagation to label the unknown nodes according to the labeled nodes. Tamersoy et al. [29] proposed to generate file via file relationships according to the interactions between files and machines, and then adopt belief propagation methods to assign scores to every unlabeled file node. If the score of a file node is bigger than a threshold, then the file will be treated as a malicious file. Similar to [13] . Stringhiniq et al. [28] proposed a semi-supervised Bayesian label propagation to propagate the reputation of known files across a download graph that depicts file delivery networks (both legitimate and malicious).
VII. DISCUSSION
Static analysis based malware detection methods always rely on disassembly tools and other reverse engineering techniques. If a malicious sample is encrypted or compressed by packers, the disassembly tools cannot work. This problem limits the static analysis based malware detection methods in some situations.
However, in most cases, packers can be unpacked by unpacking techniques such as [33] , which recovers original software sources. Since packed softwares have to unpack their inner original codes before executing the original codes, so that unpacking techniques always have a chance to get the original codes. For novel packing techniques, unpacking is often a dynamic process making effective static analysis against novel malware a hybrid approach. Additionally, snapshots of process images can be taken at runtime, thus avoiding the most common packing issues and can be used to statically identify if those processes belong to a known malware family [10] .
In addition, dynamic analysis based methods may obtain software behaviours in runtime, but also face other limitations. The malicious samples can bypass detections by hiding their malicious behaviours until satisfying some conditions, such as non-virtual machine, burst point, etc. There does not exist a perfect technique which can break all of the limitations.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel Android malware detection approach which achieves high accuracy and speed. In our approach, we first propose a weighted probability graph of Dalvik opcodes and then prune a part of edges to reduce the computation complexity. After pruning, we extract a few topology features as representation of programs. By searching the similarities between the target program and pre-labeled samples with these features, we decide the target program is malicious if it is maximally similar to one of pre-labeled malware.
In the future, our technique can not only be used to detect malicious program, but can also be used to detect if a system is under threat by analyzing the interactions between system events, such as processes, files, sockets, etc. 
